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the interface of this freeware application is
pretty much standard. it provides a list of

radio stations which you can tune in to. you
are also provided with an option to scroll

through the list for a particular genre. it is a
little difficult to navigate through the

interface as it’s a little cluttered. even the
custom list of radio stations gets a little

overwhelming after a while. the downside is
that it is only available for windows.
therefore, it cannot be used to play

streaming music on mac or linux. if you find
yourself not in a good mood just sit back and

relax as you will not get bored with the
endless list of music stations. the interface
looks old. it is way too cluttered and also a

little hard to navigate through. you are taken
to the homepage of the application which is

pretty useless as it is just a list of radio
stations. you can listen to the radio station

while you are playing games. it provides you
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with the option of choosing your favorite
songs. it is a pretty cheap option to listen to

quality music while you are on the go.
rechargeable batteries for radio applications
rechargeable batteries such as in the watch

are chargable from a timer operated wall
socket. in case there is no wall socket nearby
a portable charger for batteries can be used.
in case you are on a trip without wall socket,
it is better to carry spares of aa batteries in

the watch which can be used as a charger for
other things. check out the list of top free

radios on best free radio and the ratings of
various radios. you will find that the radio
you are interested in costs about $35 us
dollars! so, not only are you getting the

convenience of a free radio with the added
bonus of a pro-quality cassette player, but
you can also enjoy free radio programming

for many years to come!
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theres a simple and user-friendly interface
that lets you easily control the player. to add

a station, you have to select the format
(radio or tv), the genre, and the country. the
players menu is quite simple and simple to
understand. i could manage the different

stations very easily. the oversize install here
is a useful compromise for people who dont
want something small enough to carry in a
bag, but still want a large, easy-to-use, and
capable player. this is probably the best all-
rounder for content playback, though it is

limited to audio. you can run it at the same
time you watch and listen to your tv shows
and movies, assuming your tv is hooked up
to the internet. the list view might be too

small for larger content, but it has the
benefit of showing you how many are being

broadcast on each channel, which helps
when you switch to a channel with a large
number of stations. finally, you get visual
browsing the content. if youve got a web

browser, you can even add a couple of your
favorite radio stations to this list. this is an

efficient player for catching up on television
shows. while you can not pause or rewind

live tv, the short menu makes browsing quick
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and easy. you can also try to find shows
online via the list view, or use the top-40

feature to see what songs are popular right
now. theres no support for recording, but you

do get an option to rewind live tv. the
youtube support is also limited, but you can

browse for videos, and you can add your
favorites to the station list. this is the perfect

solution for anyone who wants a portable
tivo-like device without the need for cable. a
one-time payment of $13.95 will get you the

complete pack, including a usb drive, a
microphone, and a remote control.
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